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Registrar oﬃce’s Joseph
Sheeran has a long track
record in mega-distance
running. - See page 12

editor @ cwuobserver.com
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Student immigrants skeptical of Trump promises
Undocumented students at CWU are protected under the DACA program but are skeptical of Trump’s reassurances. Some students fear identiﬁcation because of the threat of deportation, despite DACA protections.

By Daisy Perez

Senior Scene Reporter
Editor’s Note: Elena’s name is an alias used
to protect her identity.
Elena walks into her local hospital
smiling. She’s excited about her community hours because she dreams of a career
in the medical ﬁeld. Elena eagerly ﬁlls out
the volunteer application and hands it in.
Then, she waits. A woman approaches her and says that she can’t volunteer.
Elena listens, confused, as she is told they
aren’t able to run a background check
because she’s an illegal immigrant.

“It was heartbreaking,” she recalls. “I
went home and cried.”
Elena migrated to the United States
when she was 10 years old, and her family settled in the Tri-Cities. She always
thought about going to college, but she
didn’t realize she was undocumented until her junior year of high school.
Elena recalls that during her ﬁnal
year of high school, recruiters from universities crowded the school halls. She
approached them and asked how the application process would be for a person
who is undocumented.
They told her not to “bother with the
application.” Her school counselor said,

“Don’t put yourself through that,” because
it was going to be too hard of a process.

What is DACA?
Elena is a Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) student. DACA
is a program that provides a temporary
status of protection for illegal immigrants
who were brought into the United States
by their parents before the age of 16.
The program does not alter the illegal
immigrant’s status, nor does it provide a
path of citizenship.
The Migration Policy Institute (MPI)
estimates that there are 1.75 million people to whom this program applies.

Elena, like other DACA students, is
provided with a Social Security number.
This allows her to study for a two-year
period and work. Applicants can pay up
to $465 in fees.
The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services—the agency that administers DACA—reported that 750,000 immigrants were approved for the program
as of December 2016.
There isn’t a way to know how many
illegal immigrants attend CWU, as CWU
doesn’t track a student’s status.

- See “Dreamers” on page 6
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Wind and solar
power in Kittitas

CWU Track and Field athletes
head to NCAA DII Nationals

By Ben Ramirez

Scene Reporter

From the road, wind turbines look like
tiny propellers scattered across a barren
desert. Up close, they are revealed to be
enormous works of engineering towering
above a landscape ﬁlled with hidden beauty.
The Wild Horse Wind and Solar Facility was built around 10 years ago and has
149 wind turbines. The wind turbines
stand 350 feet tall with blades that are
128 feet long.
These turbines take in wind energy
and convert it into electricity. Before they
were built, there was nothing in Kittitas
County like them.
“A lot of people had misconceptions
about what a wind farm would look like,
what it would sound like and what the
impacts would be,” said Andrea Nesbitt,
the Energy Eﬃciency Services (EES)
program coordinator at the Wild Horse
Wind and Solar Facility.
Nesbitt works in the Visitor’s Center,

By Simo Rul

Sports Reporter
CWU track is sending two athletes to
compete at the NCAA Division II Outdoor
National Championships in Bradenton,
Florida, beginning on Thursday, May 25.
Emily Bland
Junior hurdler Emily Bland, a transfer
from Everett Community College (ECC),
will go to nationals after ﬁnishing ﬁrst
overall at the GNAC, and breaking the
record in the 400-meter hurdles with a
Luis Pineda/The Observer
time of 1:00.58.
Wind turbines are seen from highways around Ellensburg.
Bland said she credits assistant coach
which oﬀers daily guided tours between Brittany Aanstad and her training, which
April 1 and Nov. 15.
has paid oﬀ and helped her reach her
The Wild Horse Wind and Solar Facil- goals.
ity is one of the only wind farms in the
“At the beginning of the season, we
country that gives tours into the base of would do 10-200s, which is the most I’ve
the wind turbines.
ever done with 200s,” Bland said. “A lot
of hill workouts that are about 250-me- See “Wind Farm” on page 9 ters to 300-meters long.”

Bland and fellow teammate Ali Anderson battled for the school record all season long, but Bland now owns it.
“Feels pretty great [to have the record]
because me and another teammate, we’ve
been competing against it for a while, so
like ﬁnishing the year oﬀ with it is pretty
great,” Bland said. “But I know next year
is going to be even tougher.”
Bland said she is excited to go to nationals because she didn’t think she was
going to make it.
She wants to put her best foot forward
and not psych herself out.
“I expect to at least PR [set a personal
record], but I really want to make it to
ﬁnals,” Bland said. A PR for Bland would
be anything under a minute.
“I would expect it to be bigger. I’m
running with a lot faster people, with
about the same times as me or faster,”
Bland said.

- See “Nationals” on page 10
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The Miracles of CBD

In a study, Bonn University researchers discovered tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) can give older mice better cognitive functions.

Study shows increase of memory and learning in older mice
By Miles King
News Reporter
Recent studies done by researchers at Bonn University
in Germany suggest that small
amounts of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) can restore memory and learning functions in
the brains of older subjects,
similar to the levels of younger
subjects.
Previous studies have shown
that THC exposure in younger
and adolescent subjects reduces learning and memory ability.
The results of this study reflect
the opposite in older subjects.
The study was completed using mice ranging in ages from 2
to 18 months. The older mice
treated with small doses of
THC showed similar cognitive
function to the younger mice
during testing.
The researchers are planning a clinical trial on humans
showing signs of cognitive
decline. The results from the
study done on mice are promising for those with Alzheimer’s.
THC decreases the produc-

tion of amyloid beta, a protein that spikes in early stages
of the disease, according to a
study done at the University of
South Florida.
Billy Lauderdale, an employee at Cannabis Central in
Ellensburg, has noticed an increase in the number of elderly
customers.
These customers are purchasing more cannabidiol
(CBD) products than marijuana products including THC,
according to Lauderdale. Lauderdale believes more marijuana research will “help people
understand there is more than
one side” to pot and it is not
just used to get high. The older customers are utilizing the
other parts of the plant.
With more research on
medical benefits Dan DeVries,
manager at The Fire House in
Ellensburg, said “the stigma
will go away,” referring to the
stereotypes surrounding pot
users.
“We’ve been lied to for so
long,” DeVries said.
The criminalization and
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stigmatization of pot goes
back to before the Nixon administration, and DeVries believes the older generation is
very prideful and stuck in their
ways.
DeVries also believes the
lack of research into medical
marijuana has led to “people
not being able to get outside
their circumstances,” in addition to being somewhat narrow-minded.
He also believes younger
generations understand marijuana better than older generations. DeVries recognizes the
older generation’s lack of acceptance stems from the way
they were raised, which was to
believe pot is a highly addictive gateway drug.
DeVries also called upon
the media to continue to cover
medical marijuana research.
He believes if the media “continues to publish the hell out
of positive news” regarding
pot, the older generations
could possibly be swayed to
change their minds on medical marijuana.
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Deck

Before I talk about the tragic
news this week, I’d like to talk
about something a little happier
and loosely related. Music, and
more specifically, Sasquatch!
I’m sure at least a few CWU
students plan on going, considering the lineup they have. The
two headliners, Twenty One
Pilots and Chance The Rapper,
have a huge pull. I have a few
friends who almost went just to
see those two.
I was tempted to go because
two of my favorite bands, The
Hotelier and Vulfpeck, will be
playing Friday and Saturday,
which surprised me because
they both have a relatively small
following. Alongside the rest of
Friday’s lineup, though, it wasn’t
worth the $100.
Seeing Vulfpeck along with
Twenty One Pilots was almost
worth a day pass, but instead I’ll
see them play solo in Portland
for a fraction of the price.
Anyway, let’s jump into this
week’s big headline, one that
you’ve likely heard of because
of how deeply tragic it is. That,
or you heard about it because it
happened at an Ariana Grande
concert.
I’m talking about the suicide
bomber who killed 22 people
(some of whom were children)
and injured 64 more outside of
Manchester Arena on Monday.
According to the following
outlets, The Guardian, The
New York Times, BBC, Fox
News, CNN, The Seattle Times
and Al Jazeera, the suspect’s
name is blah blah blah who’s
blah years old born in blah with
a family background from blah.
I don’t really care who it was,
they’re an evil son of a bitch and
it’s weird to me that Fox, CNN
and BBC have the guy’s face at
the top of their front pages.
At least some other outlets, The Guardian in particular, have been highlighting the
needlessness of all this death. I
think we should ask ourselves
who matters more right now, the
guy who did it or the people he
hurt.
Some would argue that the
bomber is important, because
the more we know about him
and his associates, the sooner

we can find these people before
they hurt people.
I agree with that, but we don’t
need the bombers face all over
the front pages.
Now the story is shifting towards the UK police who are
investigating the bomber’s “network.”
This has some value but it’s
gone too far, according to The
Guardian. The UK security
services are frustrated with U.S.
officials who are disclosing fresh
investigation details after the UK
Home Secretary warned them
to stop.
These leaks are hampering
the British police investigations,
The Guardian reported.
This is why I think it’s so important for the press to watch
their mouths. Even if the other papers are reporting it, that
doesn’t mean we should spread
harmful information. I believe
it’s a side-effect of journalists
becoming jaded and numb to
tragedy.
Mass death is becoming just
another big story and we need
to realize that these are people.
I’m sure those closer to the
epicenter have that empathy,
but it’s hard, for me at least, to
imagine the real impact of this
evil attack on innocent people.
It’s so easy to become desensitized to anything that doesn’t
happen in our back yard.
Innocent people die all the
time in Syria and other warzones. This is just the norm over
there though, so we don’t see
huge headlines about it.
This attack hits closer to home,
so it’s a little easier to sympathise
with those needlessly terrorized
to meet truly vile agendas.
With all the fucked-up people in the world who find the
need to fuck-up those they don’t
agree with, it’s easy to become
numb to it all.
Maybe it’s because I was too
young to experience 9/11 or any
other huge disaster so I simply
can’t fathom what this kind of
terror feels like.
I guess I’ll never know for certain.
I’ll see you next week Wildcats,
-Kailan Manandic, EIC

Corrections: In Issue 6, “G & T Shave Ice” said Tyson Lale was listed as
7 when they started the stand, but he was 15. On the Issue 7 cover, the photo credits were flipped. The photo of young Marc Rodgers was provided by
Rodgers, Xander Fu took the photo of Rodgers playing basketball.
Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression,
in which student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission
of the Observer is two-fold: to serve Central Washington University as a
newspaper and to provide training for students who are seeking a career in
journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate, dependable
information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for
the free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large;
and to be the best source for campus, entertainment and sports news. As a
training program, the Observer is the practical application of the theories
and principles of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the community at
large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills
needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509)
963 -1073 or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com.
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Vice President of Student Life and Facilities candidates Jamar Pelletier and Jocelyn Matheny answer questions on April 17. Presidential candidate JR Siperly asks questions to state representatives on May 3.

ASCWU Elections show importance of voting
By Eric Rosane
News Reporter
As the ASCWU primary
elections come to a close, a resounding quote by comedian
W.C Fields comes to mind: “I
never voted for anybody, I always voted against.”
In such tense political epochs, we often forget the importance of voting and the reason
behind why we vote.
The meaning often gets lost
in the over-politicized social
media commentary and the inability to find the time to better
understand the impact of voting for a particular stance. It’s
easy to ultimately feel like your
vote doesn’t matter.
This is where college elections come in. As far as local
elections go, it doesn’t get any
more localized than this.
The terms for the candidates

will coincide with some of the
most important budgeting issues that have ever faced CWU,
according to many candidates.
ASCWU Elections Commissioner Tucker Andis has been
following the election and mediating the candidates since
candidate registration began in
late March.
“I’d say that it’s important that everybody has a say
in who governs them,” Andis said. “We’re a growing
school... therefore I believe
that funding is very important at this time. Where that
funding is allocated will have
effects on the whole student
population, especially in regards to clubs and organizations.”
Andis’ position on the Elections Commissions requires
him and his colleagues to assess
CWU’s current ability to hold
an election and then build rules

and regulations around those
resources.
It’s a position that he feels
necessitates great ethical analysis and a sense of fairness that
would elude the average observer.
Associate Professor of History Brian Carroll realizes the
importance of voting.
He said that no matter the
context throughout history, voting is always an important matter and is a necessity for a truly
free democracy.
He believes that it builds a
cohesive bond between people
in communities that is important for democracy.
Voting was also important to
Carroll’s grandfather as well.
Carroll’s grandfather immigrated from a colony in Ireland
to the United States around
1890.
It took Carroll’s grandfather
five years to obtain his citizen-

ship. The colony in Northern
Ireland that he fled from was
controlled by the British, so the
Irish who inhabited the area at
the time did not have any voting rights or say in the elections
there.
“It was right on the edge of
[around] the Republic of Ireland or Northern Ireland and
so he came to the United States,
got his citizenship, he was able
to vote and that was a big deal
for him,” Carroll said.
Carroll said that his grandfather was so proud of his right to
vote in the United States, that
he kept all his poll receipts with
his citizenship papers. Carroll
said he still has these papers.
Carroll hopes that students
will find the time to vote on the
issues of the ASCWU elections.
He views the offices as having a serious, substantial impact
on not only the university but
also the community.

Students might not take them
very seriously, but they have the
potential to have serious repercussions, both positively and
negatively, Carroll said.
The importance of voting is
apparent. Where national scale
elections might seem to make
our vote feel insignificant, local polling can lead to a more
collectively centric and homogenous community. We can
underestimate local voting and
overestimate national elections,
Carroll said.
Results of the ASCWU elections will be available immediately after elections are over.
They will be finalized on Friday,
May 26.
Two positions have only one
candidate, executive vice president and vice president of clubs
and organizations, with Alex
Horning and Stan Southern
running for the positions respectively.

New financial program added to College of Business
By Samuel Beaumonte
News Reporter
Earlier this month, the College of Business (CoB) held a
student info session where it
gave out two scholarships to
students in attendance and announced its newest academic
program: Personal Financial
Planning (PFP).
The session included a panel
of financial planning professionals who shared both their
experiences and modern opportunities in the industry.
“The program got started
with a conversation with one
of our alumni, Jeff Hensler,”
said Carlo Smith, the chair
of the department of finance
and supply chain management.
“He brought it to our attention
James Stuck/The Observer
as a field in need of profession- Shaw-Smyser Hall will be home to the newest program addition to the College of Business (CoB), Personal Financial Planning.
als.”
The Bureau of Labor and
Northwest if not the West
Smith will be the head of the
“Generally, the people you
Statistics projected job growth Coast.”
new PFP degree program, and
see going into this industry
Currently, the average age want to help people,” Smith
was integral to bringing the of 30 percent through 2024.
CWU’s “the only university of financial planners is 59, ac- said. “You’re really helping
info session together.
During the info session, one offering a PFP degree in Wash- cording to Hensler.
people plan for their financial
ington,” said Hensler, who
The profession is currently future. The value in that is treof the main points was that a
facing a huge shortage, which mendous to students.”
career in financial planning works as a senior investment
is regarded as the third-best strategist at Northwest SCS. won’t abate given estimates for
While talk of the major’s
business job by U.S. News and “It’s very unique and hopefully when others in the field start development started years ago,
it’ll draw people all over the retiring.
World Report.
credit caps limited the amount

of courses that could be offered,
so the College of Business is
currently working towards getting validation for students with
the title of “Certified Financial
Planner” or CFP.
“To be able to use their certified mark you need to hit certain points,” Smith said. “Once
we get their approval, our students can sit in on the CFP evaluation board. It’s really kind of
a validating organization.”
Smith said that two students
who attended the info session
are currently receiving scholarships towards the program.
The first foundation course,
PFP 310 will be available next
fall.
The CoB has worked to include courses from the Family
and Consumer Sciences while
reducing the required core
classes of business to better suit
majors who want to focus on
assisting families.
“When it was in the advisory
board we talked about building
interpersonal relations,” Hensler said. “It’s not just counting
cash flow now, it’s about interpersonal skills. There’s a lot of
ways you can go with this degree.”
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Bailey’s Bibliomania’s well-known sign features owner John Varner’s beagle, Bailey. The relaxing space inside Bailey’s has been a mainstay in Ellensburg for 11 years despite three previous moves to diﬀerent locations.

Bailey’s Bibliomania to make big move from the ‘Burg
By Jack Belcher
News Reporter
The books stacked on the
walls, shelves and ﬂoors create
a labyrinth of knowledge from
wall to wall.
The smell of old paper
wafts through the building
as the sound of Louis Armstrong’s “It’s a Wonderful
World” plays softly in the
background.
Bailey’s Bibliomania, a
quaint bookstore here in Ellensburg, is moving to Main
Street in Kittitas.
The reason for this move
was simple: their lease was up.
The lease expired after an
agreement for ﬁve years that
had an option for another ﬁve

said John Varner, co-owner six months after they bought ments that have been made
of the bookstore with his wife, the place, so Varner and his with the new owner.
Mary. That agreement was wife have been looking for a
“We are now very glad that
only valid under those owners, new place ever since.
we are going to move out
however.
“We couldn’t ﬁnd anything there, even if we would have
The old owners ended up
big enough in Ellensburg,” prevailed and been allowed to
selling the property and the Varner said.
stay here.
Varner’s lease belonged to the “Ended up
T h e n
new owners.
one
day
ﬁve years
They were obligated to fol- driving out
from now
We are now very glad that I would
low it, but it turned out that to Kittitas
they were not able to negotiate and right
we are going to move out be in the
a tenable lease price level.
on
Main
same posithere, even if we would tion,”
Varner is currently raising Street there
Varhave prevailed and been ner said.
funds for the account on Go- was a big
FundMe for the move. They green merThe reallowed to stay here.
are trying to reach a goal of
cantile with
modeling
$7,500 and have currently a ‘For Rent’
should be
-John Varner, Baileyʼs Bibliomania Owner
raised over $1,500.
sign in it.”
done by
Varner was informed that
Va r n e r
the end of
the new building owner want- and his wife
June, Vared the building empty around are happy with the arrange- ner said, but the moving pro-

“

”

cess will begin before that.
“We will probably start packing up about two weeks previous to that. We are already
starting to move some boxes
to storage units out there, Varner said. “We can get the stuﬀ
out there probably by the ﬁrst
week of July to the second
week, but it won’t be ready to
open probably until the second
week of August.”

Baileyʼs Bibliomania
Gofundme
Website link:
www.gofundme.com/
baileysbibliomania

summer
at EW U
Accelerate your
possibilities.

Stay on track and get ahead!
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EDITOR: Kailan Manandic editor@cwuobserver.com

Rest in power, Chris Cornell
By Angelica Bartorelli
Copy Desk Chief

The Seattle streetlights illuminated Pine Street as I made
my way to the Paramount Theatre. Above me the theatre
adorned a beautifully lit marquee welcoming Temple of the
Dog, formed in 1990 by Chris
Cornell as a tribute to his friend
Andrew Wood, the late vocalist
of Mother Love Bone.
Upon going through security,
I was surrounded by a sea of
fans. While the ages and overall demographic varied, I felt
a special connection with the-now middle-aged-- youth of the
nineties.
We share a special bond: a
love for grunge.
Sweet euphoria
From what I could make out
of my eavesdropping, stories
filled the air. I was amazed by
how many people traveled to
Seattle to make one of two soldout tour dates.
Next to me in line was a
young woman-- whose name
for the life of me I can’t remember-- who told me about how
she traveled with her mom from
Chicago as a birthday gift. The
twinkle in her eye let me know
that traveling over 2,064 miles
was well worth it.
I traveled through the line,
engaging in conversation, until I
could purchase a limited edition
t-shirt and make my way to my
seat. I dreaded sitting in Mezzanine E, but to my surprise, I
found myself in direct eyeshot
of center stage and at that very
moment, a $120 concert ticket
proved its worth.

Angelica Bartorelli/The Observer

On Nov. 21, Copy Desk Chief Angelica Bartorelli attends the final, sold out date in what would be Temple of the Dog’s first and only tour with the late-Chris Cornell.

Been away too long
There was something very
special about seeing a grunge
band in their natural habitat.
The band’s self-titled-- and
only-- album was born and bred
in Seattle. Being a tribute album, it was filled with heartache
and hope, desire and memories
that Cornell poured out into
every song vocally, with a vulnerability so beautiful you felt a
sense of peace.
He expressed sincere gratitude to the audience for their
support of an album released
nearly 25 years prior. It was
only in Seattle that he didn’t
share the stories behind the music, because to him, we knew…
We knew his pain.
But one thing I didn’t know
was that nearly six months later,
I--a fast-talking, late night, alternative rock disc jockey (DJ)-would be typing a tribute in his
memory. It’s as painful as it is
surreal.

Blowing smoke
and talking wind
The stage was lit in a deep
green and fog surrounded the
instruments that awaited Fantastic Negrito, an artist whose
Superunknown
black roots is the sole inspiraI remember sitting on my
tion for his blues sound and laptop at around midnight on
punk attitude, who was the eve- May 18. I stumbled across a
ning’s opening act.
Facebook post by 107.7 The
His voice reminded me of
End and found myself in a state
Prince’s sound, while the band’s of disbelief. This caused me
funky-blues encompassed a raw to frantically search the interessence that served as a perfect net for any viable news source,
transition into the nearly two while simultaneously hoping
and a half hours Temple of the and praying it was a hoax.
Dog performed.
It was the moment I read the
Negrito’s set was magnetizing “Breaking News” headline by the
and created a cathartic release Associated Press that made it a
within me that would only be reality… my heart broke. Not
heightened when Chris Cornell, just for myself or the nearly two
along with bandmates Mike thousand people that filled the
McCready, Jeff Ament, Stone Paramount Theatre six months
Gossard and Matt Cameron early.
took the stage. This would be
My heart broke (and still
the first they all played a full- breaks) for his wife Vicky, and
length Temple of the Dog show his three beautiful children
in Seattle since December 1991, Toni, Lillian and Christopher Jr.
according to The Seattle Times.
It was a day later that news

Courtesy of Andreas Eldh on Flickr

Chris Cornell at the 2009 Peace & Love music festival in Sweden. The festival was one of the biggest in Sweden until 2013 when it went bankrupt.

broke from the medical examiner saying his death was a result
of “suicide by hanging…”
All my questions about how a
seemingly healthy 52-year-old
dying in the middle of the night
turned into the most dreadful,
monosyllabic question: Why?
Fell on black days
The one benefit of living in
the digital age is how fast news
spreads. My question didn’t
go unanswered for too long, as
an abundance of news outlets
were sharing word that Vicky
Cornell released a statement to
Rolling Stone.
“When we spoke after the

show, I noticed he was slurring his words; he was different.
When he told me he may have
taken an extra Ativan or two,
I contacted security and asked
that they check on him,” Vicky
said. “What happened is inexplicable and I am hopeful that
further medical reports will provide additional details. I know
that he loved our children and
he would not hurt them by intentionally taking his own life.”
Say Hello 2 Heaven
In the midst of a tragedy,
something beautiful happens:
unity.
All over the world commu-

nities came together to honor
Cornell, notable bands such as
Aerosmith, Incubus and Linkin
Park paid tribute-- reminding
many that the power of music
can heal and Seattle natives
covered A Sound Garden with
flowers.
If there’s one thing that resonates with me, which I believe
describes Cornell perfectly, it’s
the following lyric in the Soundgarden hit “Black Hole Sun,”
which reads. “Heaven sent hell
away. No one sings like you anymore.”
Rest in power, Chris Cornell
(1964-2017).
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Discouraged

Dreamers
-Continued from page 1

RESOURCES FOR MIGRANT STUDENTS

The TRiO program, which refers to eight U.S. federal programs that give access to higher education to
students who come from low-income families, is a useful resource for first-generation students. CAMP—College Assistance Migrant Program—is another useful
service offered to freshmen from migrant and seasonal
farm-working backgrounds that provides financial and
academic support. The program directors of these resources said that the services they provide are for U.S.
citizens only. Elena couldn’t receive any help from these
programs because she isn’t eligible for federal funding
since she is an illegal immigrant.
“DACA students don’t receive any federal funding…
They receive grants and scholarships,” said Dr. Stella
Moreno, director of MEChA—a student organization
that is committed to the empowerment of the Latino
community. “They have to work hard because if they
don’t receive enough grants or get scholarships, they
have to pay out of pocket.”
Gilberto Garcia, an associate professor of political
science and Latino studies, has been involved with
MEChA, the Chicano movement and politics. He has
advised DACA students.
Latino “students need to become more educated, so
we’re able to help and give back to the community.”
He said that President Trump and his administration demonize Latinos and specifically target the Mexican community.
“President Trump attracts right-wing fascists groups
that feed on all the hate that President Trump spews,”
Garcia said. “It feels like the process to become a citizen
now is harder than past years...It’s almost like maybe
they don’t want [Mexicans] to become U.S. citizens.”
DACA students need to “be careful and have a clean
record because even minor charges can place you at risk
for deportation,” Garcia said. “Trump is unpredictable
and there is a high possibility that he will repeal this
order and shatter the DACA students’ dreams of an education and life in the U.S.”

CWU LIFE

When former President Obama signed the executive
order in 2012, to protect those who wanted to get an
education, Elena jumped at the opportunity. She hired
a lawyer, and four months later she received the status
of DACA.
The DACA program saved Elena. It granted her the
opportunity of an education and a life in the United
States.
Elena majors in Spanish and social services . She has
worked throughout her academic career as a translator
at a hospital and as a Spanish tutor to help pay school
expenses. She has also received scholarships and state
grants. She will graduate at the end of the school year
and attend a master’s program in Seattle.
She dreams of becoming the dean or president of a
higher education institute. “It’s sad that decisions that
are made for the student body don’t consider minority
groups or [that they] aren’t exposed to certain issues
that affect not only undocumented students, but affect
overall minority students,” Elena said. “I know their
struggle, and that will be a way for me to give back.”
Elena recognizes that she would not have had the opportunity and success she has had if it had not been for
her status as a DACA student.

THE FUTURE

Despite the arrest of a DACA recipient, President
Trump told the Associated Press in April: “Here is what
they can hear: The ‘dreamers’ should rest easy. OK? I’ll
give you that. The ‘dreamers’ should rest easy.” Trump
said that his administration is “not after the ‘dreamers,’
we are after the criminals.”
Still, Elena is concerned.
“I’m worried that [President] Trump will repeal the
executive order that Obama placed,” she said. “But I
know if he does that it will take some time, and I can
find a way to change my status.”
Elena has been in a serious relationship for seven
years. She does not want to get married anytime soon,
but will if President Trump repeals DACA. “It’s obvious
[President] Trump doesn’t care about [immigrants]. Although I love my boyfriend, I don’t want to get married.
It would be my last resort. I have an education and career to think of first.”
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Proﬁle of the Undocumented Population: Washington
140,000

DACA Eligibility in Washington Counties
Snohomish

County

Mexico

7,000

Guatemala

India

6,000

6,000

Vietnam

Korea

Pierce

Yakima

Total DACA-eligible
population

4,000

12,000

4,000

6,000

Immediately eligible

3,000

8,000

2,000

3,000

<1,000

2,000

<1,000

2,000

2,000

<1,000

<1,000

Eligible but for
education
7,000

King

Eligible in the future

<1,000

Source: Nydia A. Martinez, Eastern Washington University History Department &
Chicana/o Studies Program
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Ask
Dear Dr. H,
How do I, as a female, know if
I have reached climax?
Dear student,

(Right)Photo Courtesy of Omar Manzo / (Left) Xander Fu/Observer

(Left) Courtney Caswell, winner of a Student Serving with Integrity award was nominated for her work in the library.
(Right) Omar Manzo, winner of a Most Inspirational Student award was nominated for his work with MECHA and students.

Awarded for Excellence
By April Porter

Student award, is Omar Manzo. Now, Manzo sees himself as a
Online Editor
“It is a big honor and privilege mentor to new students.
The table was set in the door- to be recognized,” Manzo said.
Being an experienced senior
way of the SURC for check in.
Manzo is a senior majoring in gives him the opportunity to
The sound of live music fills Spanish and is involved in many tell freshmen.
the air as people trickle in. As clubs around campus. He is the
“If I can do it, you can do it,”
people sat, they were greeted president of Scholars in Action, Manzo said.
by a set table with a salad. Af- whose goal is to promote higher
Courtney Caswell won the
ter enjoying the salad and con- education and research for stu- Student Serving with Integrity
versation,
award after being nomithey were
nated by Patricia Cutright,
So much work goes into the event, dean of libraries.
served
either
listening to the presenters talking “I was slightly sura
pork,
prised,” Caswell said.
about their recipients [and] seeing Caswell is in the master’s
beef
or
vegetaritheir faces...This is all really worth it. program in information
an dish.
technology and administraT h e
tive management (ITAM).
-Joanne Perez, Assistant Director of CLCE
twentieth
During her summer internanniversaship in the Brooks Library,
ry of the Evening of Recogni- dents from minority groups.
she was the instruction design
tion brought this scene to life, as
This organization also allows student assistant. While workCWU Administration honored students from all walks of life ing there, one of her jobs was to
students, staff and faculty with who are in the program to con- help organize the library.
well-earned awards on May 24, duct scholarly research.
However, it was more than just
at 5:30 p.m.
Manzo is also a cohort in stacking books in the right placCWU’s President James the Chavez-King Leadership es, she also organized them into
Gaudino, along with deans from Institute, a group who teaches a Library of Congress (LC) classeveral different departments, leadership skills and helps stu- sification and by copyright dates.
presented about 30 awards dents engage with their comCaswell is now in an adminthroughout the night under four munities through community istrative position in the library
categories, including: Most In- service projects.
making online database media
spirational Student, Most InspiWhat first got him involved amps. This means she makes
rational Staff, Most Inspiration- on campus was Movimiento files and videos for the profesal Faculty and Student Serving Estudiantil Chicanx de Azt- sors to use in their lectures and
With Integrity.
lan (MEChA), which promotes study guides for students.
Twenty-five of the awards went cultural awareness of Mexican
When the award winners like
to students, two of whom are Americans. The group is polit- Manzo and Caswell enter the
from the Des Moines campus.
ically active, but it was this com- event, it is Joanne Perez’s goal
The administration around munity that made Manzo feel for them to think, “This is a rethe CWU campus are told in accepted and want to get more ally nice event. They did this so
winter quarter to start thinking involved on campus.
I can receive an award.”
about who they would like to
He said he believes in, “getPerez is the Assistant Direcnominate for an award.
ting more involved in the com- tor in CLCE which is the group
The top three scores for munity.” “I do it because I hosting the Evening of Recognieach category are picked out think it’s the right thing to do,” tion. It is Perez who is in charge
from all the nominations and Manzo said.
of the whole event.
given to a committee made
When Manzo first trans“So much work goes into the
up of one student, one staff ferred to CWU, he considered event, listening to the presenters
member and one faculty who leaving because he did not feel talk about their recipients [and]
choose the winners.
at home. Alejandro Lee, his seeing their faces,” Perez said,
One of those nominees, and Spanish professor, introduced making her think. “This is all
winner of the Most Inspirational him to people in MEChA. really worth it.”

“

”

Although a few weeks ago, I
addressed a student who wasn’t
quite sure how to tell whether
their girlfriend was climaxing,
I neglected my promise to address the questioning student on
her own orgasm! My bad.
I’ve heard a lot of people say
“you’ll just know,” but I find that
advice isn’t always very useful
when it comes to sexuality and
sexual health.
The movies portray – if at
all – female orgasms as a grand
display of fireworks: Women are
loud, they may even say “I’m
coming,” books are falling off
the shelf… and while that may
be true for some, there is no universal experience of an orgasm.
That is, not all people experience orgasms in the same way. If
you’re basing your idea off of a
movie or what your friends are
telling you, clear your mind of
those comparisons and focus on
your own experience.
Put down the Cosmo magazine or whatever else you’re
reading on the “10 tips for
orgasm that work every time.”
There is no silver bullet.
Actually, there is a silver bullet, and perhaps you should visit
a sex store or peruse the online
offerings of things that could
help you. If you’ve never masturbated, you should start.
Like most things, practice
can help. If you think you’ve
never had an orgasm and you’re
depending on your partner to
provide, you’re barking up the
wrong, uninformed tree. Why
make someone else guess at a
question when you’re not even
sure about the answer?
For a multitude of reasons,
people can be self-conscious
during sex with a partner. If
you’re anxious over your ability
to have an orgasm, try going at
it alone to take some pressure off.
Even though there is no universal definition of an orgasm,
most experts agree on some
telltale signs of an “orgasmic
response:” increased heart rate
and blood pressure, increased
muscle tension, a flush of your
skin and a release of tension followed sometimes by a feeling of
deep relaxation.
More importantly than grab-

Dr. H
bing a mirror and taking your
pulse during sexual activity, consider your experience of a buildup of excitement, involuntary
flexing throughout your body
and a release of that tension.
Different types of stimulation
– from strictly clitoral to vaginal
penetration to a combination
thereof – can result in an orgasm.
An orgasm can be the very
height of pleasure, where some
anticipate the climax after experiencing an increasing buildup of
tension. Or an orgasm can somewhat sneak up on you, after prolonged relaxation resulting from
the pleasure you’re experiencing.
You may feel relaxed afterward or feel like conquering the
world – whatever your orgasmic response is, it is your own.
The extent to which you feel
the intensity of these “signs”
depends on a whole host of
factors, but not the least of
which is how psyched you feel
about the sexual activity you’re
engaging in.
Are you having fun, enjoying
yourself and wanting to continue? Does it feel good and you’re
looking forward to more?
While having an orgasm may
appear the ultimate goal in sexual activity, the previously mentioned questions are important
to consider in just how pleasurable a sexual experience is – be it
on your own or with a partner.
Orgasms are, in large part, a
subjective experience. Typical
conversations about orgasms
don’t generally consider people
of diverse gender identities and
sexual orientations.
Who you are, the anatomy
you have, who you have sex
with and the kind of sex you
have are all important considerations of how you experience an
orgasm. Is the sex you’re having
bad because you aren’t having
an orgasm? Not necessarily.
If you’re not really into the
sex you’re having, can you still
have an orgasm? Maybe, but
the chances are probably higher if you’re enjoying sex even
without the orgasm.
Regardless of orgasms, we
should be empowered to have
sexual experiences that bring us
pleasure – and it’s different for
everyone. Discover what feels
good for you, find someone who
is into that also (or go it alone)
and make your own awesome
sexual experience.

Dr. Jill Hoxmeier is a public health professor
at CWU. Send anonymous public health and
sex-related questions to askdrh@cwuobserver.com and have them answered here.
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A FORCE OF NATURE
The Wild Horse Wind and Solar
Farm uses Ellensburg’s plentiful
sun and wind to create electricity
“Wind Farm” from page 1

Visitor Center
Hours

“Our main goal is just to educate people about wind and
When: April 1 solar and also we do a little bit
about the natural history the
Nov. 15, 9 a.m. - 5
shrub steppe and the landscape
p.m.
itself,” Nesbitt said.
These tours allow people to
Tours: 10 a.m. and
see ﬁrsthand what exactly it is
2 p.m., call 509that the turbines do as well as
925-3131 to schedthe impact they have.
“That way people can get a
ule private tours
really close look at the components and how [the wind
turbines] work and the economics of a project like that, about wind energy and the wind
paybacks and wind patterns,” farm itself.
Nesbitt said.
“It’s basically, we do a wind
The Visitor’s Center is locat- energy 101 class,” Nesbitt said.
ed in the middle of the wind
The Wild Horse Wind and
farm and at 3,500 feet above Solar Facility isn’t just a place
sea level, has
a clear view
of
Moses
Lake to one
Once you get up there, it’s
side and a
amazing.
view of Mt.
Rainier, Mt.
Adams and
-Andrea Nesbitt, EES program cooridnator
Mt. Hood to
the other.
People are encouraged to visit where people can learn about
the facility, if not to learn about the turbines.
wind power, to simply enjoy the
Along with guided tours,
view and natural beauty that the there are multiple hiking oplandscape has to oﬀer.
tions open to the public. The
“I have always seen the Visitor’s Center has free hikwind turbines but I never ing passes that are valid for
knew that I was able to ac- eight months.
tually go up there and learn
One popular hike goes from
about how they work,” said the visitor’s center, right by
Dejah Dillahunt, a freshman their large solar array. At about
geography major.
2,400 solar panels, this solar
Private presentations are also array is one of the biggest in
available, by appointment, be- Washington. People can pass by
fore the guided tours which go it while hiking along the top of
more in depth into information a ridge crest.

“

”

The visitor’s center also cares
about educating people about
the environmental side to the
wind farm.
Wild ﬂower and wind power
hikes are given, by appointment,
to tell people about the farm’s
restoration work and how they
manage grazing on the property.
In addition, the guides identify as many wild ﬂowers as
they can see and there is an
abundance of them. According
to Nesbitt, there are about 300
diﬀerent plant species covering
the landscape.
“When I ﬁrst moved to Ellensburg, I thought the surrounding area was just a boring desert,” said Sam Sehayak,
an undeclared freshman. “I
had no idea there were so
many cool ﬂowers hiding in
plain sight.”
Nesbitt recommends that everyone visits the Wild Horse
Wind and Solar Facility, take
a tour, learn how electricity is
made and explore the area.
“Once you get up there, it’s
amazing,” Nesbitt said.

Think
Safe,
Be
Safe!
Take the natural gas phone survey

The City of Ellensburg will conduct its annual natural gas safety phone survey beginning May 24th. The
purpose of the survey is to verify you know what to do in the event of a natural gas leak. City utility
customers and other Kittitas County residents may receive a phone call from a City contractor who will ask
for their participation in a 1-minute phone survey on natural gas safety. To opt out of the phone survey
call (509) 925-8603.
Kittitas County residents receive natural gas safety and ‘call before you dig’ messaging
in their utility bills, on radio spots, and in local newspaper ads. The U.S. Department of
Transportation Office of Pipeline Safety requires the City to assess the effectiveness of
its public education program on natural gas safety.

This important safety message is brought
to you by the City of Ellensburg
Energy Services Department

Luis Pineda/The Observer

(Top) Guided hikes will take visitors across the hills to get an upclose look at the
turbines and the local wild ﬂowers and wildlife.
(Above)The turbines tower atop of the hills outside of town and can be seen from the
road.

Sugar Thai Cuisine
The Best of Thai Food

10% Off Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine
(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
306 N Pine St, Ellensburg, WA 98926

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Thurs. 11am - 9pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am - 9:30pm
Sun. Noon - 9pm
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Who’s going

“Nationals” from page 1

Angelique Whistocken - Javelin

Angelique Whistocken
Senior javelin thrower Angelique Whistocken goes into
nationals ranked seventh in the
nation.
Whistocken had nationals on
her mind this year, because she
barely missed the cut last year.
This will be Whistocken’s last
collegiate competition, putting
a final checkmark in her career.
“It feels good [to go to nationals]. It feels like all of the hard
work, and the ups and downs
that came along with it paid
off,” Whistocken said.

Ranked: No. 8
Mark: 45.62 meters
Needs to beat: 53.77 meters
Emily Bland - Hurdler
Ranked: No. 24
Mark: 1:00.58
Needs to beat: 56.26

Aanstad
thinks
athletes
should focus on doing their best,
as they already know the only
outcomes.
“I always tell them that you
can go in, and three things can
happen,” Aanstad said. “You
can go in, and you can do exRecovering from injury
actly how you’re placed to do.
Two years ago, Whistocken suf- You can go, you can do worse,
fered a knee injury practicing the or you can go, and you can do
hurdles. She did not know if she better. Obviously the goal is to
would be able to continue track.
do better.”
“It’s awesome [to overcome the
Aanstad said she would be
injury], Whistocken said. “Two happy if they performed to the
years ago when I tore my ACL, I level that they have been perdefinitely thought that it was over, forming this season.
that I wasn’t going to do anything
“I think Emily has a lot of unwith my career at all.”
tapped potential,” Aanstad said.
The recovery process was “She’s PR’d by two seconds this
long and tough.
year. Two seconds in a 400[meter
“I didn’t feel normal for prob- race]. I think she’s gonna kill it.”
ably like a year and a half to
Many of her fellow track and
where I felt comfortable with- field athlete and coaches think
out doing anything without my very highly of what she has been
brace on,” Whistocken said. through.
“It took probably six months to
“It’s really big for Angelique,
where I could walk and run.”
Angelique is
Whistocka very talen said her
ented athexpectation
I think Angelique could prob- lete. I think
is to get
Angelique
ably go and set foot on al- could proball-American at her
most any sports team here at ably go and
final colleset foot on
giate meet.
almost any
CWU and make an impact.
sports team
-Brittany Aanstad, assistant coach
National
here
at
attention
CWU and
It’s big for CWU to have ath- make an impact,” Aanstad said.
letes going and being on the na- “She’s had definitely some untional stage.
lucky incidents, but she deserves
“It’s very important, at that to be there. She’s as talented as
championship level, you want to see any athlete in any event there.”
your jersey compete on that stage
Aanstad said that this year
[and] represent,” Aanstad said.
Bland and Whistocken led the

“

”

Courtesy of CWU Athletics

Angelique Whistocken throws the javelin at the CWU Final Qualifier on Friday May 5 at Tomlinson Stadium.

charge in the noticeable improvement of themselves and
their teammates..
“I think it’s been a really good
year for both our 400-hurdlers
and our jav[elin] throwers as a
whole, and I think that this is
kind of the tip of the iceberg
for CWU hurdlers and CWU
jav[elin] throwers there is a lot
more to come,” Aanstad said.
Head coach Kevin Adkisson
said that both Whistocken and
Bland reached their goal, a goal
that is shared by every top track
athlete.
“Number one we want to be
able to see them go and compete
their best on the year,” Adkisson said “It’s something they’ve
worked eight plus months for.
Especially people like Angelique
and Emily, this was the goal. I
think they knew coming into the
year that it was something they
were striving for, was to get to
nationals.”
Bland a transfer from ECC is making her first appearance at nationals.

“For Emily if it’s one more PR letes going to nationals, but
[personal record], which would there were a few others that
be one more school record. For barely missed the cut, including
her, she’s in kind of a low end, sophomore hurdler Mariyah
she’s coming in as the last per- Vongsaveng who broke multiple
son who made it. Going and just school records in the indoor and
giving her best performance of outdoor season this year.
the year, and seeing how far up
“That’s always the heartshe can get,” Adkisson said.
breaker,” Adkisson said. [VongWhistocken will be making her saveng] “broke [a] school record
last possible appearance for CWU. last week at [the] GNAC [Tour“She’s gonament]
ing in ranked
into a headseventh, we
if
It feels good [to go to nation- wind,
hope
that
she [would
she’ll
be
als]. It feels like all of the hard have] had
able to put
calm wind
work, and the ups and downs or tailwind
together a
big
throw
that came along with it paid off. she would
to match or
have been
-Angelique Whistocken, javelin
prove upon
going to nathe one that
tionals.”
got her there,” Adkisson said. “So
Adkisson said Armando Tashe can maybe finish out as an foya, and Alexa Shindruk were
All-American, and just have that close to making it to nationals.
real awesome experience.”
NCAA sends close to the Top
20, and they were close to that.
Missing out
Vongsaveng was twenty-fourth,
The Wildcats have two ath- and the NCAA took 23 athletes.

“

”

Friendly battle for the CWU QB position
By Sabrina Wheelhouse
Sports Reporter

It’s a battle for the starting
quarterback position, but these
four guys aren’t letting it get between their friendship.
Tommy Hays, Riley Hennessey,
Jojo Hillel and Andrew Graham
are working together on and off
the field in order to lead the Wildcats to a successful upcoming season beginning in August.
They have had to balance being teammates competing for the
same position while also maintaining their friendship, which is a
valuable aspect to any game and
beneficial for the whole CWU
football team.
“They have that brotherly love
deal where you fight harder with
your brothers than the enemy,”
said head coach Ian Shoemaker.
“We want our quarterbacks to be
super competitive, while keeping
a positive atmosphere to learn,

and to give each other room to
grow and get to know the system.”
Since transferring to CWU
spring quarter, Hennessey has
had less time—compared to Hays
and Hillel—to learn the program’s system, but he has been
able to rely on his teammates to
help him out.
“It’s my first quarter here, but
the guys have showed me all that
I need to know and how to do
something a certain way,” Hennessey said. “It has been beneficial to have these guys in my position helping me learn all while
improving themselves as players.”
Hays transferred to CWU winter quarter, one quarter before
Hennessey, and is also still getting
a grasp on the program.
“He has done a great job transitioning to our program,” Shoemaker said. “Hays is a good teammate that gets along well with
everyone and trains hard every
day while being able to compete
at a high level no matter what.”

Jojo Hillel has been on the team
longer than Hays and Hennessey
and has more CWU football playing experience under his belt. He has
been a strong figure in helping and
making sure that the other quarterbacks understand the process.
“Hillel is a good teammate
with how open he is to new guys
competing for the starting position, he’s willing to do the right
thing for the program and I’m
impressed with his maturity and
how he competed this spring,”
Shoemaker said.
Hays, Hennessey and Hillel all
feel that the being close on and
off the field keeps things fun and
makes them want to work harder
and push each other every day.
Whether it’s watching film, in the
weight room or the classroom,
they can rely on one another to
find success.
Having close friends on the
team helps to reduce the amount
of pressure and increases team

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Jojo Hillel attempts to gain a couple extra yards against Dixie State at Tomlinson Stadium.

chemistry which the football
coaches look for within their team
and players.
“Competing on and off the
field helps us to be better players
and teammates and pushes us to
be the best we can be,” Hillel said.

Who’s Competing
Tommy Hays - Transfer
Riley Hennessey - Transfer
Jojo Hillel - Redshirt sophomore
Andrew Graham - Junior
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Harsh winter brings changes for hunters

By Andrew Kollar
Sports Reporter

With the most severe winter
in the last decade, many deer
and elk herds experienced a
higher death rate than in years
past, causing the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) to make changes to
the 2017 hunting season.
Last winter, an Arctic wind
blew into the Paciﬁc Northwest.
The frigid air dealt challenges for wildlife on both sides of
the state, but the east side of the
Cascades was hit much harder with multiple snow storms,
weeks of single-digit temperatures and freezing rain, according to Jim Unsworth, director of
the WDFW.
Wild animals that live in the
area have experienced mild
winters in recent years, which
allowed them to grow in population. Unfortunately, their populations took a hit this past winter.

The harsh winter took a toll on
the wild animals that live in the
area and death rates in deer and
elk populations took the bigger
hit than in recent years in Central
and Eastern Washington.
With the higher-than-average
mortality rate, the WDFW has
greatly decreased permits for
modern ﬁrearm permits for antler-less elk in the Yakima, Clockum and the Mount St. Helens
herds.
The term “legal deer” went
from any white-tailed deer to
any white-tailed buck, and
the WDFW has decreased the
amount of white-tailed tags for
senior hunters.
These changes were made for
2017 due to the extreme weather
that the animals faced in the winter, just as they have increased
hunting permits in the mild winters. Fortunately for the deer and
elk herds, the last few winters
have been mild, which increased
population among the herds.

With the harsh winter of this
year, populations are only slightly
under where the WDFW would
like them to be. Limiting permits
is only to protect the herds following this winter, and Unsworth
reminds hunters that they are vital to wildlife conservation.
“There are still plenty of
great hunting opportunities
coming up throughout the state
this year, and I wish you all success in the ﬁeld,”Unsworth said.
Hunters are leaders in wildlife
conservation, according to the
WDFW, and with that, Washington deer and elk herds remain
strong even with mother nature
being more brutal than usual.
Along with animal conservation, hunters contribute over
$313 million to Washington’s
economy every year and provides upward of 5,595 jobs.
Much of the revenue from hunting are spent on small businesses
and in rural communities, according to the WDFW.

Even with the growing population putting more pressure on
resources, hunting is not gaining
popularity. Every year, there are
more hunters aging and leaving
the sport than there are joining.
With the declining amount of
hunters, the WDFW urges current hunters to recruit and mentor the younger generations.
“For many people, getting that
ﬁrst hunting experience can be

Courtesy of publicdomainpictures.net

a challenge,” said Eric Gardner,
wildlife program assistant director. “Simple things like choosing
the right equipment, to more
complex things like using the correct technique or ﬁnding a good
place to go, can keep someone at
home. Having an experienced
person show you how to have a
great experience can be enough
to turn a curious non-hunter into
a lifelong hunter.”

CWU athletes give back to community
By Alanna Inzunza
Sports Reporter

Community service is an important part for student-athletes.
The CWU Athletics Department requires student-athletes
to take time out of their schedules to serve the local community. For many of these players
and teams, the community service they do is more than that.
They take time and energy from
their schedules because they
want to make their community
a better place.
Men’s rugby and women’s volleyball are two of the teams that
log in the most community service hours. To them, community
service is about more than just
logging hours, they care about
making the time to lend a helping
hand, according to their coaches.
“For us it’s about embodying
one of [our] core values brotherhood, which is deﬁned as ‘We
care about someone else more
than ourselves,’” men’s rugby head coach Todd Thornley

Courtesy of Sabrina Wheelhouse

Six CWU volleyball players helps assist with rake the dirt for one of their service projects.

said. “Helping the community is
a great way in walking the walk
and demonstrating this.”
Throughout the year, men’s
rugby is involved in events with
the Center of Leadership and
Engagement (CLCE) on campus. They work with the river
clean-up, tree plantings and
storm drain stenciling.
“Anything that we feel like we can
make a signiﬁcant diﬀerence [with]
we will put our hands up and do the
job,” Thornley said. “I am incredibly proud of our student-athlete’s
attitude and enthusiasm in giving
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back to the community.”
The women’s volleyball team
helps with two major organizations, Habitat for Humanity and
food banks. They’ve been working with smaller events as the
year is coming to an end.
They recently went to Lincoln
Elementary School to help with
their sports day. While doing
community service they’ve been
able to see the impact their help
has had on people.
“We’ve helped build parts of
a house the last couple years and
this year we’ve continued on the

same house and actually worked
on the yard for the family,” head
coach Mario Andaya said. “It’s
been a pretty meaningful experience for us.”
Putting in the time isn’t a competition for student-athletes. Each
team works together as one in order to serve a greater purpose.
“It’s been a collective eﬀort from
all 33 student-athletes, everyone has
stepped up and served when they
have needed to,” Thornley said. “I
am really proud of every individual
in this program.”
The volleyball team has been
logging in the hours, without
even realizing they’re one of the
teams that serves the community the most.
“We made it a point this year
that we weren’t going to try to
get the most hours we just wanted to latch onto a couple causes,” Andaya said. “It turns out
they’ve just been putting in the
time with those and it’s been
very rewarding.”
Andaya understands that
sometimes someone would rather be outside and enjoying the

beautiful weather, but he also
sees the eﬀect their service has
on the families. He sees his players being very satisﬁed once they
see the impact they are making.
He’s noticed his team organize
themselves in order to put in the
time in their community.
“We want to be part of something bigger than ourselves and
it just can’t be about volleyball.
It can’t just be about the team,”
Andaya said. “It has to be about
serving and one of our core values in our department is service
and we take that to heart in the
volleyball program.”
Thornley sees community
service as a chance to thank the
community for the foundation
they have given them, including getting a great education
and having a great experience
as student-athletes. Community service has become a way to
show CWU and the Ellensburg
community the appreciation
they have for them.
“That feeling of giving
back—nothing is better in life
than that,” Thornley said.

Pregnant?

You have options.

If you think that you smell
natural gas indoors:
• Open doors and windows
• Do not smoke, light matches, operate
electrical switches or create any
other source of ignition
• Leave the premises immediately
• Turn off your gas meter, if you
know how
• Go to a nearby phone and call your
natural gas utility at 962-7124 or 911
This message brought to you by the
City of Ellensburg Gas Division
(509) 962-7124

CARING & CONFIDENTIAL

Stop in for a free pregnancy test.

Find us:
CareNetEllensburg.org

Call us:
(509)925-2273

Visit us:
111 E 4th Ave • Ellensburg
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Joseph Sheeran (left) runs a race while he competes for Eastern Illinois. Sheeran (right) runs in Bend, Oregon (right).

PRIDE WEEK MAY 29 - JUNE 3, 2017

Staff member Joseph Sheeran runs
long distance around the world

MONDAY, MAY 22

Courtesy of Joseph Sheeran

Run for the thrill
By Kyvon Henry

Queer Poetry Slam
6 PM • Brooklyn’s Pizzeria

Sports Reporter

You might see Joseph Sheeran at the
registrar’s oﬃce with degree checkout, or
you might have taken a course by his wife,
Lori, in the anthropology department.
He might be humble, but he has
outstanding accomplishments, including qualifying for 1980 and 1984 U.S.
Olympic marathon trials.
Born in Livorno, Italy, Sheeran
considers home to be Grayslake, Illinois,
where he attended high school and college. Sheeran started running marathons
from 1976 to 1986. His last marathon
was in Eugene, Oregon, in 2012. He had
a time of 2:46.
In 1976, he ﬁnished third place with
the timestamp 2:15 in his ﬁrst-ever marathon. His fastest time was 2:15 at the
Dallas White Rock marathon in 1982,
where he took second place.
Sheeran and his wife moved from
California in 2003 for Lori’s position in
the anthropology department at CWU.
Living for the thrill, Sheeran raced against
legendary runners such as Frank Shorter,
Bill Rodgers, Rod Dixon and Greg Meyer.
The “ultimate goal is just to test your
limits no matter what the race is and
compete with peers that you respect and
envy,” Sheeran said. “Making the U.S.
Olympic trials was nice to achieve and
running the Boston marathon would be
awesome. Still haven’t done that.”
Sheeran said the energy around a race
gives a runner that extra push to exceed
their best time.
“Being patient and sticking to race plan
during the ﬁrst half of the race,” 13 miles,
is important, Sheeran said. “The cheering
crowds, adrenaline and excitement of an
event can ruin a race by making you go
out too fast and dehydrate too quickly.”
His whole track career started oﬀ by a
dare from a friend.
“I got addicted to it right away. Frank
Shorter had just won the Olympic 1972
marathon in Munich and Steve Prefontaine was very popular in the 5,000
meters,” fourth at Munich, Sheeran said.
The running boom began in 1972.
“As a vegan, I wanted to show that you
don’t need to eat meat to perform well in
sports,” Sheeran said. I was the ﬁrst and
only runner at my high school to qualify for
the state cross country championships.”
Even during his athletics season,
Sheeran wanted to run even more.
“College buddy on the Eastern Illinois
(EIU) cross country team heard about a
goofy Swedish marathon in upper Wis-

All events are free to attend!

Sign up at the door

MONDAY, MAY 29
*

Field Day
11 AM • Recreation Lawn

TUESDAY, MAY 30
Queer Women’s Social
3 PM • President’s House
Drag Bingo
6 PM • SURC Pit
Courtesy of Joseph Sheeran

Joseph Sheeran wins ﬁrst place in a USATF competition.

consin and invited me to run it with
him,” Sheeran said. “It was a six-hour
drive but worth it. Got third place in my
ﬁrst marathon. College coach was mad I
did it since it occurred in the middle of
cross-country season.”
With many races under his belt, the key to
his success in training is simulating the race.
“Depending on how hilly, what
altitude, climate, or how crowded the ﬁeld
is you tailor your training to that,” Sheeran said. “My longest run in prep was 20
miles on weekends. Lots of interval workouts at race pace or a little faster. Would
average 110-120 miles a week in my 20’s.
Now I only run 85 miles a week.”
Not everything goes smoothly; the road
to success always has its down falls. Due
to a severe ankle sprain, Sheeran could
not run for 20 years, from 1986 to 2006.
Later he fractured his foot in a
cross-country race in 2012, missing out
on six months of running.
Knee and ankle injuries in college
slowed down the second half of his college career. As a sophomore at EIU, he
ran 29:20 in the 10k, 14:01 in the 5k, and
29:40 in cross country 10K at the NCAA
Division I National Championships,
earning All-American honors.
His fractured foot couldn’t come at
a worse time—he had just won three
national championships in one race at
the USATF Club XC Nationals Seattle.
“I was at top of my game and hoping
to repeat, but instead I was on crutches
for three months,” Sheeran said. “Wasn’t
sure if I would ever compete again after
that bone fracture due to its location in
ﬁfth metatarsal but eventually regained
function after skipping surgery to ﬁx it.”

WEDNESDAY, MAY 31
Mary Lambert Concert
7 PM • SURC Ballroom

THURSDAY, JUNE 1
*

Lavender Graduation
5:30 PM • SURC Ballroom

Invite Only
The Big Queer Concert
8 PM • SURC Theatre

FRIDAY, JUNE 2
*

Amateur Drag Show
11 AM • SURC West Patio

Professional Drag Show
Doors open at 7:30 PM
SURC Ballroom

SATURDAY, JUNE 3
Glow with Pride Dance
7 PM • SURC Ballroom

* REGISTER ONLINE AT

CWU.EDU/EQUAL/PRIDEWEEK

Sponsored by Center for Diversity & Social Justice and EQuAl.
CWU is an EEO/AA/Title IX Institution. For accommodation e-mail DS@cwu.edu

